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RE: Iviewit Investigation with the Institute of Professional Representatives before the 
European Patent Office (epi) 
 
 
Dear Mr. Mercer, 
 
So kind that you have finally replied in person to my efforts to contact you, after so many 
months of trying to hunt you down, what a surprise.  Your recent letter dated August 2, 20061 
imparts that I have somehow upset your Secretariat, Diana Della Bella but I fear it is your 
actions that have caused her discomfort, not mine.  The reason I was exacerbated by Bella was 
that she had written a letter dated April 6, 2006, requesting information to begin an 
investigation2.  Yet, last year I had sent you answers to all the same questions she was asking 
for and at that time you stated that you had passed these matters over to a Committee that was 
now starting immediate investigation3.  From your letter dated November 18, 2005: 
 

In light of your emails, I have referred the matter to our Disciplinary Committee.  
This Committee will now investigate the matter and will report in due course. 

 
Further: 
 

As the matter is now in the hands of our Disciplinary Committee, I am unable to 
provide any further comments on the complaint itself.   

 
The Disciplinary Committee will now continue to handle the matter.  I responded to your 
requests then and now months later it was as if you had done NOTHING.  This has already 
perhaps caused a further loss of patent rights due to a corruption of outside counsel and 
possible representatives of the EPO and EPI.   

                                                 
1 Exhibit 1 – Mercer letter dated August 2, 2006 
2 Exhibit 2 – Bella letter dated April 6, 2006 
3 Exhibit 3 – Mercer letter dated November 18, 2005 
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When I asked questions regarding the letter Bella stated that she only typed the message, refusing to 
disclose her author.  Finally, after repeated questioning as to who authored the letter and therefore could 
be held accountable for its content, she stated it was written under your direction.  She refused to answer 
questions or be held accountable for the statements within the letter, although she signed it as author, not 
typist and without reference to the author. 

 
Normally, we anticipate letters from authorized individuals regarding formal investigations, signed by them 
personally and not their secretaries.  Secretaries normally denote such letters typed on behalf of others, 
by either initialing the letter as typist or signing on behalf of the officer, not signing as author.  Since 
secretaries are not normally officers and cannot be held accountable for statements made in 
unauthorized roles, we sought to speak to the unseen anonymous author.  She resisted but finally stated 
that you were author.  Not a response from the Disciplinary Committee as outlined in your prior letter?     
 
I asked Bella to kindly have you return my call to address the issues already addressed, and this went on 
endlessly, without a response from you.  I finally explained that due to the possible attempted murder of 
my family that has taken place since initially contacting your offices4; I was asking her for your immediate 
attention.  I noted to her that all those involved in any criminal behavior or denial of due process and 
procedure may well be found to be accomplice to such crimes.  Again, in light of the urgency that a typical 
car bombing in Boynton Beach Florida would illicit to perhaps move things along, you still refused to even 
call or author a response.   
 
Then this ridiculous letter from your secretary stating that nothing had been done for months which seems 
highly irregular and out of procedure, after your letter stating investigations had begun.  Strange that her 
letter asks for the exact same things you asked for prior to beginning the investigation, or more aptly not 
beginning the investigation.  I contacted the Chairman whom the letter refers to as having decided that 
the complaint could not stand as it was, Bella’s letter attempts to limit the complaint, which had prior been 
done.  This seemed almost ridiculous and so for a third time, I will entertain answering her questions here 
and further expand on our requests. 
 
You have asked to limit the complaint to only licensed attorneys with the EPI and not members of the 
EPO.  To be clear and frank, your letter seems to impart that I have approached the EPI for investigations 
not under your domain.  This was merely based on statements from Lyse Dybdahl of the EPO who stated 
the EPI was to investigate charges against her and Alain Pompidoux.  From Dybdahl’s letter dated5, May 
24, 2005: 
 

With regard to the various allegations you made against professional representatives 
before the European Patent Office, we would like to draw your attention to the fact that 
issues of conduct must be initiated with the Institute of Professional representatives. 

 
Then from your secretary Diana Della Bella on April 6, 2006: 
 

You are invited to direct your complaint specifically to the alleged misconduct of Mr. 
Molyneaux, without any reference to Iviewit’s grievances against other parties like 
Officials of the EPO over whom the epi has no jurisdiction. 

 
Thus, the first question for you to address seems to be with Lyse Dybdahl and yourself, of just who 
exactly investigates these members of the EPO?  The members of the EPO refer to you and your offices 
and you claim this is untrue.  Dybdahl stated that the EPI was to investigate members of the EPO who 

                                                 
4 See www.iviewit.tv homepage at the bottom for images of the car bombing, the minivan being 
inventor Bernstein’s wife’s car, the other 3 cars at the scene also blew up from the explosion. 
5 Exhibit 5 – Letter from EPO, Lise Dybdahl dated May 24, 2005  
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were suspected of possible criminal acts and if you are not the appropriate party, was this perhaps to 
further subterfuge our patents at the office and buy her and Mr Pompidoux time to further aid and abet in 
the preclusion of our patent rights?  I guess you could say we were misdirected to your offices by 
Dybdahl, under the authority of Pompidou.  Now being that she is a two dimensional entity, a member of 
the EPO and therefore a licensed representative before the EPI, we remain steadfast that we would like 
your offices to investigate her for her misconducts as an attorney. 
 
The mere fact that she is found misdirecting investigations to your offices is further cause to investigate 
Ms. Dybdahl.  Therefore, the complaint shall remain with her included for her involvement, unless some 
other investigatory body needs to be contacted in regards to her possible criminal acts in what appear 
actions to aid and abet the crimes.  We do want her investigated for inappropriate conduct as an attorney 
but we are also equally interested in having her investigated for her potential criminal acts at the EPO.  I 
await your involving such additional authorities if necessary under your investigation of her or directing us 
to the specific investigatory body, since the EPO claims you are the correct party.   
 
Pompidou, on the other hand, appears not to be an attorney and thus if you do not regulate EPO 
members that are not licensed to practice law we can understand that.  Again it remains contradictory to 
what Dybdahl stated in her letter.  For this misdirection of Dybdahl regarding investigating Pompidou and 
derailing such investigations so long as to cause loss of rights, we would like this charge added to her 
ethical misconducts.  We anticipate you will notify those authorities of the need to investigate Pompidou 
for his potential involvement in the broader crimes, again that is if you are not the appropriate party.  
Again, the proper authorities need be notified by you of the actions of Dybdahl on behalf of both 
Pompidoux herself in misdirecting the investigations. 
 
As to Bella’s letter question regarding who we are complaining of, let me reiterate: 
1) Mr. Martyn Molyneaux, 
2) Molyneaux's former firm, Wildman, Harrold, Allen and Dickson LLP, 
3) Molyneaux's current firm of Harrison, Goddard, and Foote, 
4) Attorney's who filed the original applications and any attorney's involved in submitting such fraudulent 
applications prior to Molyneaux's taking over the filings.  There is a lineage of US firms and we are 
looking to establish that same lineage abroad.  Thus we need to know exactly which patent attorneys 
signed, so that we may have them investigated.  This is for each and every application across the pond.  
In seeking to get copies of the applications to determine the culpable parties, we have been bounced 
relentlessly back and forth between your offices and the EPO, both refusing to release copies of such 
initial and subsequent attorney's involved in the filings.  This similar to the “whose on first” being played 
with the investigations.  Requests for copies of the signature pages on all patent applications have been 
refused repeatedly in what appears an attempt to hide such attorneys from prosecution by the EPO and 
perhaps the EPI and deny the inventors their rights to their files and causing loss of rights.  Files 
necessary for prosecution of possible massive felonies. Therefore, we would like to have investigated 
any/all other lawyers that signed the applications.  We would like to know exactly who the owners, 
inventors and assignees for each of the applications submitted to your offices already. 
 
In attempting to gain this information from the EPO we have been refused copies of the original 
applications by Ms. Dybdahl, who instead referred us to a website with limited patent information and no 
attorney signatures pages, not very helpful.  Again, this has derailed our efforts with your office in naming 
all the culpable parties.  Of course, the EPO refusing to release such information seems highly suspect.  
Prior to your taking post at the EPI, on March 18, 2005, I spoke with Mr. Holzer who had stated he was 
beginning an investigation of these matters, the attorneys involved and was having all the information 
regarding our patents forwarded from Lyse Dybdahl to your offices and copying us.  Since your taking 
office, the investigation had been stymied, the files refused and consistent attempts to narrow the scope 
of the investigation have been made, when it should be broadened.  Your letter clearly stated that you 
have turned the matter over to a Committee and we would be hearing from them not you.  Then your 
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disguised letter from your Secretariat made to look like it was from the Committee makes this appear an 
almost well executed scheme to derail the investigation, if ever there was one. 
   
In fact, we would like this entire Disciplinary Committee, due to the delays, to have full disclosure of when 
they were appointed to their posts and if they have any conflicts with any of the accused lawyers, law 
firms, or any other of the accused parties, both US and international mentioned in the information 
submitted already to your office.  Since so much time has now elapsed as to allow for public offices to 
possibly have been infiltrated further to deny due process and subterfuge our intellectual property rights, I 
am sure you can understand the concerns of the shareholders in requesting that the investigators make 
full disclosure and sign conflict waivers.  In fact, since you were not the original person handling the 
complaints and came after Holtzer, we would like a similar conflict disclosure statement from you before 
any further actions are taken by you.   
 
The delay tactic by the EPO and EPI and efforts to deny inventors protection in the interim periods may 
have resulted already, in loss to the inventors of certain rights.  If this is the case, then all those involved 
in the subterfuge must have liability, especially where due process and procedure may have been 
circumvented through corrupt acts in public offices.  Again, where recent car bombings have occurred we 
anticipate you will instantly turn these matters over to the proper authorities and begin handling the 
complaints in accordance with due process and procedure.   
 
Finally, to your most recent letter dated August 2, 2006 which appears offensive and again reeks of 
another delay tactic, I will elaborate. 
 

1.  
 
I am unclear as to what behaviour is not acceptable and I have always spoken politely and with proper 
language to your offices. 
 

2.  
 
Indeed I did contact the Chairman’s firm, as your offices refused to disclose his number and your 
Secretariat stated that in most companies I would not be able to contact the Chairman.  Perhaps, in 
private companies Chairman’s may hide under their desks and refuse to talk to someone, although I have 
never had such problem contacting anyone.  Yet, the part that is unfathomable is that the Chairman is of 
a public organization and as such it is unheard of that he cannot be contacted, his number refused, when 
he is implicated in the letter from Bella.  Furthermore, I may be a bit misguided but I contacted his office 
and left a message with his secretary to have him call me back.  I do not think leaving a message is too 
much of an imposition on his secretary but I may be wrong.  I am uncertain why your letter imparts that I 
may still have trouble contacting him, so please do have him respond to this letter instead of yourself.  I 
would at minimum take his direct cell phone line so that others will not be “imposed” upon.  I am looking 
for the most senior officer at the EPI for direct involvement, as it will be his legacy and culpability for his 
department’s actions and since he is in the Disciplinary Committee Bella’s letter refers to.  Please take 
this as a formal request to have him call me ASAP, since he has not returned the call to his office left 
several weeks ago.  Yet, another Wizard of Oz, hiding under his desk as you have done. 
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3.  
 
Now this poses an interesting dichotomy to your letter.  On the one hand your Secretariat has implicated 
you as the author of the letter she authored and here you now try to state it was the Chairman of the 
Committee who authored that letter.  This would impart that Bella does not know whom she types for or 
again we are being misinformed by members of the EPI as to the state of affairs.  In fact, the Chairman 
was only cc’d on the letter versus author and it seems strange that the author would cc himself?  As Bella 
stated, she is not a Disciplinary Committee member and only a typist at your direction, yet you now 
implicate the Chairman as the author.  Certainly with so much at risk for his administration we will 
anticipate his handling the Complaint from this point forward to remove any confusion as to who is writing 
these mystery letters and who will be held culpable.  Your removal from the matters would be apropos for 
a myriad of reasons outlined herein and will be anticipating his authored response directly from this point 
forward.   
 

4.  
 
You have got to be kidding when you wrote this last verse for it contradicts wholly that the matter was 
turned over last year for investigation to the Committee and that we would be hearing from them not you.  
Yet, now we only hear from you and you ask for evidence.  Please provide the correspondences where 
you asked for evidence and were refused.  Much of the evidence is obvious, like the patents are in the 
wrong names of unauthorized people who were not inventors.  Any evidence request should have come 
from the Committee, not you, but again we find you claiming you are taking actions instead of the 
Committee and trying to derail investigation entirely.  Further, you speak in riddles as you speak of “we” 
as if you are now a part of the Disciplinary Committee that you stated you were not originally a part of at 
first.  As far as I can recall from your previous correspondence, you already moved this to Committee for 
investigation and they were proceeding, not you.  Wow, I am really confused, as to how you change your 
story and try to paint me somehow responsible for refusing you anything.   
 
Remember your correspondence where formally you stated you were out of the picture from that point 
forward and I would be contacted by the Committee. Please forward your mystery correspondences 
asking for evidence and we shall reply in kind.  As to whether the investigation proceeds, I await the 
Chairman’s correspondence as head of the Committee and I presume since you are no longer party to 
the action that your current letters attempt to dismiss the ongoing investigation is without authority and 
certainly without merit. 
 
I am not sure who investigates members of the EPI but I would like the next correspondence to 
specifically address what agency and whom your direct report is so as I might file with them against 
members of the EPI, both attorneys and non-attorneys.  Please identify the Disciplinary Committee 
members and the rules governing their conduct.  I would request that your offices formally contact them 
as well.  Where this is quickly becoming a Patentgate situation both here and abroad, we would like only 
the senior most officer of the EPI to address these issues further and or the Disciplinary Committee.  
Where the sanctity of the EPO and EPI are now in question, with members falsifying and delaying 
investigatory issues for months we anticipate your immediate cooperation in advance. 
 
Sincerely, 
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Eliot I. Bernstein 
 
 
 
Acting CEO and Inventor 
Iviewit Technologies, Inc. 
Iviewit Holdings, Inc. 
39 Little Ave 
Red Bluff, CA 96080 
Inventor @ Iviewit 
www.iviewit.tv 
 
cc: 
Alain Pompidou – President, European Patent Office 
Caroline Prochotska Rogers, Esq. 
Michele Marlene Mulrooney Jackoway Esq. 
Andy Dietz 
Donna Dietz 
Richard D. Rosman, Esq. 
Harry I. Moatz – Director – Office of Enrollment and D 
iscipline – The United States Patent & Trademark Office 
John J. Doll – Assistant Commissioner 
Jon W. Dudas – Commissioner of Patents – The United States Patent & Trademark Office 
The Honorable Glenn Fine - Inspector General Department of Justice 
The Honorable United States Senator Barbara Boxer 
The Honorable Johnnie E. Frazier - Inspector General Department of Commerce 
Daniel O'Rourke - Small Business Administration Inspector General Office 
Stephen Lucchesi, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation ~ West Palm Beach, Florida 
The Iviewit Shareholders 
Mindy Fleisher, Chief of Staff - Office of Commissioner of Patents 
The Times UK, Editor 
The New York Times, Editor 
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States Committee will be investigating after taking over complaint process
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CANDICE
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States that he is out of process and will not be commenting on the complaint.
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